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Background: Despite remarkable success of the statistical model (SM) in describing decay of excited compound
nuclei (CN), reproduction of the observables from heavy ion-induced fusion-fission reactions is often quite
challenging. Ambiguities in choosing the input parameters, lack of clarity about inclusion of various physical
effects in the model, and contradictory requirements of input parameters while describing different observables
from similar reactions are among the major difficulties of modeling decay of fissile CN.
Purpose: This work attempts to overcome the existing inconsistencies by inclusion of important physical effects
in the model and through a systematic analysis of a large set of data over a wide range of CN mass (ACN).
Method: The model includes the shell effect in the level density (LD) parameter, shell correction in the fission
barrier (Bf), the effect of the orientation degree of freedom of the CN spin (Kor), collective enhancement of level
density (CELD), and dissipation in fission. Input parameters are not tuned to reproduce observables from specific
reaction(s) and the reduced dissipation coefficient (β) is treated as the only adjustable parameter. Calculated
evaporation residue (ER) cross sections (σER), fission cross sections (σfiss), and particle, i.e., neutron, proton, and
α particle, multiplicities are compared with data covering ACN = 156–248.
Results: The model produces reasonable fits to ER and fission excitation functions for all the reactions
considered in this work. Pre-scission neutron multiplicities (νpre) are underestimated by the calculation beyond
ACN ∼ 200. An increasingly higher value of β, in the range of 2–4 × 1021 s−1, is required to reproduce the data
with increasing ACN. Proton and α-particle multiplicities, measured in coincidence with both ERs and fission
fragments, are in qualitative agreement with model predictions.
Conclusions: The present work mitigates the existing inconsistencies in modeling statistical decay of the fissile
CN to a large extent. Contradictory requirements of fission enhancement—obtained by scaling down the fission
barrier to reproduce σER or σfiss and fission suppression realized by introducing dissipation in the fission channel
to reproduce νpre, for similar reactions—have now become redundant. There are scopes for further refinement
of the model, as is evident from the mismatch between measured and calculated particle multiplicities in a few
cases.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.99.024610

I. INTRODUCTION

Concepts of statistical mechanics have been applied to
describe the decay of an excited compound nucleus (CN)
since it was hypothesized by Bohr [1] as a mono-nucleus fully
equilibrated in all degrees of freedom with no memory of
its formation except the conserved quantities such as energy
and angular momentum. The resulting formalism, termed
generally as the statistical model (SM) of decay of the CN, has
been quite successfully employed in reproducing observables
from fusion reactions over the last several decades. There are,
yet, certain ambiguities and inconsistencies in interpreting
results from heavy ion-induced fusion-fission reactions [2,3].
We start with a few of the open questions:

(1) Simultaneous reproduction of evaporation residue
(ER) cross section (σER), fission cross section (σfiss),
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and pre-scission neutron, proton, and α-particle mul-
tiplicities (νpre, πpre, and αpre) has not been successful
till date. As a consequence, it has become an accepted
practice to reproduce the measured quantities by tun-
ing the SM parameters, viz., level density parame-
ters at ground state and saddle, a scaling factor for
the fission barrier, a pre-saddle delay, and saddle-to-
scission transition time [4–10]. Several combinations
of those SM parameters could reproduce the data
[11–13]. One naturally wonders if there is a way to
reproduce data without ad hoc manipulation of the SM
parameters.

(2) While a speeding up of fission, by means of reducing
the fission barrier, was required to reproduce measured
σER [14–16], a slowing down of fission was neces-
sary to reproduce experimental νpre [17,18]. Does this
contradiction point to an inadequate modeling of CN
decay?

(3) The SM fails to reproduce the particle multiplicities
measured in coincidence with fission fragments (FFs)
(νpre, πpre, and αpre) and with ERs (νER, πER and
αER), simultaneously [19]. Can this inconsistency be
overcome?
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(4) Though disentangling pre-scission particle emissions
from post-scission emissions is possible experimen-
tally, it is fraught with difficulties in case of the par-
ticles emitted in pre-saddle and post-saddle regimes
[20]. One can estimate the pre-scission dissipation
coefficient from the analysis of light particle spectra
and giant dipole resonance (GDR) γ -ray multiplicities
[20–24]. But, to acquire a precise and reliable informa-
tion about the pre-saddle dissipation coefficient, one
must employ those experimental signatures which are
uniquely sensitive to the pre-saddle regime only, such
as σER [25] and ER spin distribution [26]. Different
combinations of pre-saddle and saddle-to-scission dis-
sipation coefficients enabled success in interpreting
particle multiplicity data [21,22,24,27]. Is it possible
to determine the pre-saddle dissipation coefficient ac-
curately?

In this article, we present a consistent SM description of
observables from heavy ion-induced fusion-fission reactions
with the reduced dissipation coefficient (β) as the only ad-
justable parameter. We shall apply the shell effect to the level
density (LD) and shell correction to the fission barrier (Bf).
Effects of orientation degree of freedom of CN spin (Kor) and
collective enhancement of LD (CELD) are also included in the
present model. We aim in this work to include all the effects
which impact fission and various evaporation widths in order
to fit a broad range of data with a minimum of adjustment
of input parameters. A shorter version of the results obtained
from SM calculations with the aforementioned effects has
been reported earlier [2]. Fission cross sections for a few
systems were also obtained using the same methodology in a
previous publication [28]. Here we present results for a larger
set of systems and for a wider range of experimental observ-
ables. In particular, proton and α multiplicity calculations are
reported in the present work in addition to neutron multiplicity
and fission/ER cross-section calculation results. Further, the
neutron multiplicity and fission/ER cross-section calculations
for highly fissile compound nuclei are included in the present
work, thus pushing the fission model under study to the regime
where almost all the compound nuclei encounter either a small
or no fission barrier.

In order to compare the predictions of the present SM with
data, we choose those reactions for which non-CN fission
(NCNF) is predicted to be small on the basis of a systematic
analysis of ER cross sections [29]. We consider here popu-
lation of 156Er, 170Yb, 192Pt, 197Tl, 200Pb, 210Po, 216Ra, 239Np,
and 248Cf CN, each by at least two different entrance channels.
The list of reactions is presented in Table I. We compare σER,
σfiss, and νpre (νER, in a few cases) of these reactions with the
predictions of the present model. We further compare πER,
πpre, αER, and αpre of eight reactions having ACN = 158–225
with the model predictions. Table II contains the list of these
reactions.

The article is organized as follows. The various ingredients
of the SM calculations and the results are presented in Sec. II
followed by a discussion in Sec. III. We summarize and
conclude in Sec. IV.

TABLE I. List of reactions for which measured σER, σfiss, and
νpre are compared with model predictions. Comparisons are shown
in Figs. 3–6.

Reaction CN Ref. Reaction CN Ref.

12C + 144Sm 156Er [30] 64Ni + 92Zr 156Er [30,31]
12C + 158Gd 170Yb [32,33] 16O + 154Sm 170Yb [17,32,34–36]
20Ne + 150Nd 170Yb [33,37–39] 4He + 188Os 192Pt [40–42]
16O + 176Yb 192Pt [42,43] 16O + 181Ta 197Tl [5,44–47]
19F + 178Hf 197Tl [47] 16O + 184W 200Pb [36,48–51]
19F + 181Ta 200Pb [17,18,52] 30Si + 170Er 200Pb [18,53,54]
1H + 209Bi 210Po [55–60] 4He + 206Pb 210Po [42,57,61]
12C + 198Pt 210Po [62–64] 18O + 192Os 210Po [18,52,63]
12C + 204Pb 216Ra [65–67] 19F + 197Au 216Ra [65,67]
30Si + 186W 216Ra [65] 1H + 238U 239Np [60,68–71]
7Li + 232Th 239Np [72,73] 11B + 237Np 248Cf [74–76]
16O + 232Th 248Cf [76–79]

II. STATISTICAL MODEL CALCULATIONS

A. The model

In the SM calculations, the time evolution of a CN (an
event) is followed over small time steps, and the fate of the
CN at each time step is decided by a Monte Carlo sampling
of the decay widths of various channels. The CN can follow
various decay routes depending upon the relative probabilities
of different decay channels. We consider fission along with
emission of neutrons, protons, α particles and γ rays as the
decay channels of a CN. A CN can either undergo fission with
or without preceding evaporation of particles and photons or
reduce to an ER. The final results for different observables
are obtained as averages over a large ensemble of events.
We assume the dominant fission mode to be symmetric, and
the fission width is obtained from the transition-state model
of fission due to Bohr and Wheeler [86]. The particle and
γ decay widths are obtained from the Weisskopf formula as
given in Ref. [23].

The evaporation and fission widths depend upon the spin
of the CN, hence the spin distribution of CN, formed in a
fusion-fission reaction, is required in SM calculations. We
obtain this distribution by assuming that the whole of the
incident flux in the entrance channel is absorbed to form a CN.
Therefore we consider the fusion cross section to be the same
as the capture cross section and obtain the spin distribution
of the CN from the coupled-channels code CCFULL [87] using
coupling constants and excitation energies of the low-lying

TABLE II. List of reactions for which measured σER, proton,
and a-particle multiplicities are compared with model predictions.
Comparisons are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

Reaction CN Ref. Reaction CN Ref.

32S + 126Te 158Er [80] 19F + 159Tb 178W [81]
28Si + 165Ho 193Tl [8] 19F + 181Ta 200Pb [17,82–84]
16O + 197Au 213Fr [8,14,82] 19F + 197Au 216Ra [82]
16O + 208Pb 224Th [8,14,85] 28Si + 197Au 225Np [82]
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collective states of both the projectile and the target nucleus.
The CN spin distribution, thus obtained, is used as input to the
SM calculation.

The fission barrier in the present calculation is obtained by
including shell correction in the liquid-drop nuclear mass. The
macroscopic part of the fission barrier is given by the finite-
range liquid drop model (FRLDM) which was obtained earlier
by fitting the systematic behavior of ground state masses and
fission barriers at low angular momentum for nuclei over a
wide range of masses [88]. The shell correction term δ is
defined as the difference between the experimental and the
liquid-drop model (LDM) masses,

δ = Mexp − MLDM. (1)

The full fission barrier Bf(	) of a nucleus carrying angular
momentum 	 is then given as

Bf(	) = BLDM
f (	) − (δg − δs), (2)

where BLDM
f (	) is the angular momentum dependent LDM

fission barrier [88] and δg and δs are the shell correction
energies for the ground-state and saddle configurations, re-
spectively. The shell corrections at ground state and saddle are
obtained following the recipe given in Ref. [89] for including
deformation dependence in the shell correction energy. This
yields a negligible shell correction at large deformations while
the full shell correction is applied at zero deformation. A
schematic representation of the shell effect on available phase
space at ground state and saddle is given in Fig. 1.

The shell structure in nuclear single-particle levels also
influences the nuclear level density which is used to calculate
various decay widths of the compound nucleus. Ignatyuk et al.
[90] proposed a level density parameter a which includes an
intrinsic excitation energy (E∗) dependent shell effect term
and is given as

a(E∗) = ã

[
1 + 1 − exp

(− E∗
ED

)
E∗ δ

]
. (3)

Here, ED is a parameter which determines the rate at which the
shell effect decreases with increase of E∗. The above form of
the level density parameter used in the present work exhibits
shell effects at low excitation energies and goes over to its
asymptotic value at high excitation energies. The following
asymptotic shape-dependent level density parameter is taken
from the work of Reisdorf [91]:

ã = 0.04543r3
0A + 0.1355r2

0 A
2
3 Bs + 0.1426r0A

1
3 Bk, (4)

where A is the nuclear mass number, r0 is the nuclear radius
parameter, and Bs and Bk are respectively the surface and
curvature terms of the liquid drop model. The values of r0 and
ED are fixed by fitting the available s-wave neutron resonance
spacings [91].

The nuclear level density considered so far corresponds to
that of a Fermi gas with the effect of shell structure included at
lower excitations. However, residual interaction in the nuclear
Hamiltonian can give rise to correlation among particle-hole
states resulting in collective excitations. The energy levels
of these collective states are often considerably lower than
the noninteracting particle-hole states from which they are

FIG. 1. Potential energy as a function of elongation. The fission
barrier (Bf) and the density of states [ρ(E∗)] change when shell
corrections and CELD are taken into account, leading to modification
of the Bohr-Wheeler fission width. ρ(E∗)δE∗ is the number of
quantum states between energies E∗ and E∗ + δE∗ at the ground
state (i.e., local minima with zero potential energy). The number of
quantum states at the saddle point, with inclusion of shell corrections,
would be ρ(E∗ − Bf − ε)δE∗, where ε is the associated kinetic
energy. With the incorporation of CELD, the same would be modified
to ρ(E∗ − Bf − ε)δE∗ × K s

coll and also the number of states available
at the ground state would become ρ(E∗)δE∗ × Kg

coll. δg and δs are
shell correction energies at the ground state and the saddle point,
respectively. See text for details.

formed. Inclusion of collective states therefore enhances the
level density obtained with the independent particle model
at low excitation energies. The collective enhancement of
level density (CELD) was considered earlier by Bjornholm,
Bohr, and Mottelson [92] where the collective levels were
generated by adding additional degrees of freedom to those
of the Fermi gas. They further argued that the effect of
double counting of states can be neglected since the excitation
energy of the particle-hole states which are involved in the
collective states are so high that there are many more states
at these energies in the Fermi gas which do not contribute
to the collective states. The total level density ρ(E∗) can
therefore be written as [92]

ρ(E∗) = Kcoll(E
∗)ρintr(E

∗), (5)

where ρintr(E∗) is the intrinsic level density and Kcoll is the
collective enhancement factor. The rotational and vibrational
enhancement factors are obtained as

Krot = τ⊥T

h̄2 , (6a)

Kvib = e0.055×A
2
3 ×T

4
3
, (6b)

where T is the nuclear temperature and τ⊥ is the rigid body
moment of inertia perpendicular to the symmetry axis [93]. A
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smooth transition from Kvib to Krot with increasing quadrupole
deformation |β2|, was obtained by Zagrebaev et al. [94],

Kcoll(|β2|) = [Krotϕ(|β2|) + Kvib(1 − ϕ(|β2|))] f (E∗), (7a)

using a function ϕ(|β2|) given as

ϕ(|β2|) =
[

1 + exp

(
β0

2 − |β2|
�β2

)]−1

, (7b)

and the damping of collective effects with increasing excita-
tion is accounted for by the functional form [95]

f (E*) =
[

1 + exp

(
E∗ − Ecr

�E

)]−1

. (7c)

The values of β0
2 = 0.15 and �β2 = 0.04 are taken from

Ref. [96]. The values of Ecr and �E are taken as 40 and
10 MeV, respectively, which were obtained by fitting yields
from projectile fragmentation experiments [95]. The effect
of damping of CELD with increasing excitation energy has
also been experimentally observed in evaporation spectra of
neutrons and high energy photons [97,98].

From the transition-state theory of Bohr and Wheeler [86],
the fission width for a nucleus with total excitation energy E∗
and angular momentum 	 is given as

�BW
f (E∗, 	, K = 0)

= 1

2πρg(E∗)

∫ E∗−Bf (	)

0
ρs(E

∗ − Bf(	) − ε)dε, (8)

where

E∗ = E − Erot(	) − Epair (9)

is the intrinsic or thermal part of E and Erot(	) and Epair are
the rotational and pairing energies, respectively. ρg and ρs

denote the level densities at the ground state and the saddle
configurations, respectively, as given by Eq. (5). Bf(	) is
the angular momentum dependent fission barrier, defined by
Eq. (2).

The above fission width is obtained under the assumption
that the orientation of the angular momentum remains per-
pendicular to both the reaction plane and the symmetry axis
throughout the course of the reaction. Therefore the angular
momentum component along the symmetry axis (K) is set
equal to zero in the above equation. However, the intrinsic
nuclear motion can perturb the CN angular momentum and
cause to change its orientation from the initial direction
perpendicular to the symmetry axis [13], as schematically
illustrated in Fig. 2. Therefore, K can assume nonzero val-
ues during the fission process. Since the moment of inertia
parallel to the symmetry axis is smaller than that in the
perpendicular direction, the rotational energy at the saddle,
and consequently the fission barrier, is higher for K �= 0 states
than that for K = 0. If a fast equilibration of the K degree
of freedom is assumed, the fission width can be obtained

FIG. 2. The effect of K degree of freedom (Kor) on Bf. The
increased value of Bf would reduce the fission width. See text for
details.

as [99]

�BW
f (E∗, 	, K )

= �BW
f (E∗, 	, K = 0)

(K0

√
2π )

2	 + 1
erf

(
	 + 1/2

K0

√
2

)
(10)

with

K2
0 = τeff

h̄2 Tsad, (11a)

1

τeff
= 1

τ‖
− 1

τ⊥
, (11b)

where Tsad is the temperature at saddle and τeff is the effective
moment of inertia. τ⊥ and τ‖ are the moments of inertia at
saddle of the nucleus perpendicular to and about the nuclear
symmetry axis. The above definition of K2

0 from the transition
state model of fission explains the fission fragment angular
distribution satisfactorily. erf(x) denotes the error function.

Numerous studies in the past have established that a slow-
ing down of the fission process, in comparison to that given
by the Bohr-Wheeler fission width is required in order to
reproduce measured νpre (see, e.g., [13]). In such cases, the
available phase space at saddle (as in Bohr-Wheeler theory)
alone does not determine the fission rate, but the dynamical
evolution of the nuclear shape from ground state to the scis-
sion point past the saddle point is to be taken into account.
The process closely resembles to the dynamics of a Brownian
particle in a heat bath placed in a potential pocket. The escape
rate across the potential barrier or the fission rate was obtained
by Kramers [100] many years ago. A reduction in fission
width is obtained from the dissipative stochastic dynamical
model of fission developed by Kramers where the fission
width is given as [100]

�Kram
f (E∗, 	, K )

= �BW
f (E∗, 	, K )

⎧⎨
⎩

√
1 +

(
β

2ωs

)2

− β

2ωs

⎫⎬
⎭, (12)
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FIG. 3. Comparison of measured σER, σfiss, and νpre with SM predictions for the reaction 12C + 144Sm [30], 64Ni + 92Zr [30,31], 12C +
158Gd [32,33], 16O + 154Sm [17,32,34–36], 20Ne + 150Nd [33,37–39], and 4He + 188Os [40–42]. Neutron multiplicities of 12C + 144Sm and
64Ni + 92Zr were measured and calculated in coincidence with ER. Continuous (black) lines indicate the SM predictions including shell
correction both in Bf and LD, CELD and K-orientation effects. Dashed (magenta) lines show results with all the aforementioned effects and
β = 2 × 1021 s−1.

where β is the reduced dissipation coefficient (ratio of dis-
sipation coefficient to inertia) and ωs is the local frequency
of a harmonic oscillator potential which approximates the
nuclear potential at the saddle configuration and depends on
the spin of the CN [101]. �BW

f (E∗, 	, K ) is the Bohr-Wheeler
fission width obtained after incorporating shell corrected level
densities, CELD, and the K-orientation effect. Though nuclear
dissipation has been a subject of considerable amount of
theoretical research, its precise nature and magnitude are yet
to be established [102–104]. On the other hand, extraction
of dissipation coefficient from fitting of experimental data is
model dependent to some extent. We, therefore, choose to
treat β as an adjustable parameter to fit experimental data in
the present work.

In a stochastic dynamical model of fission, a certain time
interval elapses before the fission rate reaches its stationary
value as given by Eq. (12) [105]. A parametrized form of time-
dependent fission width is given as [106]

�Kram
f (E∗, 	, K, t ) = �Kram

f (E∗, 	, K )
{
1 − e− 2.3t

τf
}

(13)

where

τf = β

2ω2
g

ln

(
10Bf(	)

T

)
(14)

is the transient time period while the potential near the ground
state is approximated by a harmonic oscillator potential of
frequency ωg.

The fission widths given by Bohr and Wheeler or Kramers
are obtained under the assumption that fission occurs when the
CN shape crosses the saddle point deformation. The number
of neutrons evaporated prior to fission obtained in the SM
calculation therefore refers to those neutrons emitted till the
CN reaches the saddle point deformation. The experimentally
determined νpre, however, includes all neutrons emitted till
the CN splits into two FFs. Thus neutrons emitted during
saddle-to-scission transition of the CN are also included in

experimental νpre. The saddle-to-scission neutron multiplicity
is obtained in the present SM calculation by using the saddle-
to-scission time interval, which is given as [107]

τss = τ 0
ss

⎧⎨
⎩

√
1 +

(
β

2ωs

)2

+ β

2ωs

⎫⎬
⎭, (15)

where τ 0
ss is the saddle-to-scission transit time without any

dissipation [105,107].
The above features are incorporated in an SM code

VECSTAT [2]. Excitation functions of fission and ER and
multiplicities of evaporated light particles are calculated for
a number of fusion-fission reactions.

B. Results

The calculated σER, σfiss, and νpre (νER, in a few cases)
for several fusion-fission reactions are shown in Figs. 3–6 in
increasing order of ACN. The available experimental values
are also shown in the plots. The CN formed in the above
reactions range from that of a low fissility (χCN = 0.600 for
156Er) to a high one (χCN = 0.826 for 248Cf). Consequently,
the dominating reaction products also change from ERs to FFs
across the systems considered here.

Two sets of SM results are displayed in Figs. 3–6, where
one set includes shell correction applied to both Bf(	) and
level density and also CELD and K-orientation effects but
without any dissipation while the other set includes dissipa-
tion in addition to the above-mentioned effects. It is observed
that, in general, SM results without dissipation overestimate
σfiss but underestimate σER and νpre. A value for β is next
chosen to fit the experimental data. Since the effect of dissi-
pation in fission width in Eq. (12) is obtained by considering
fission dynamics in the pre-saddle region [100], β in Eq. (12)
also corresponds to the reduced dissipation coefficient in the
same region. Further, the most unambiguous signature of
CN formation and subsequent decay is the ER cross section.
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FIG. 4. Comparison of measured σER, σfiss, and νpre with SM predictions for the reactions 16O + 176Yb [42,43], 16O + 181Ta [5,44–47],
19F + 178Hf [47], 16O + 184W [36,48–51], 19F + 181Ta [17,18,52], and 30Si + 170Er [18,53,54]. Continuous (black) lines indicate the SM
predictions including shell correction both in Bf and LD, CELD and K-orientation effects. Dashed (magenta) lines show results with all
the aforementioned effects and β = 2 × 1021 s−1.

We therefore adjust the strength of β in order to fit the ER
excitation function. It may, however, be mentioned that β

in Eq. (15) represents the reduced dissipation coefficient in
the saddle-to-scission region. Though the strength of β in the
pre-saddle and the post-saddle regimes need not be the same,
we use the same value for both in the present work.

It is observed that β = 2 × 1021 s−1 gives reasonable fit to
ER and also to fission excitation functions up to ACN ∼ 200,
though νpre are underpredicted in certain cases (Figs. 3 and 4).
A higher value of β = 3 × 1021s−1 is found to be necessary
for CN between 210Po and 216Ra (Figs. 5 and 6) to fit the ER
excitation functions. Here too, the fission excitation functions
are well reproduced but β is found to be inadequate for νpre.
For highly fissile CN, i.e., 239Np and 248Cf, formed in light
projectile-induced reactions, the SM predictions for σER are
very small and no ER data are available (Fig. 6). Since the

calculated fission excitation functions are insensitive to the
strength of β, the same is obtained by fitting the νpre for
the above two CN. Good fits to νpre excitation functions are
obtained with β = 4 × 1021 s−1.

It may be noted here that β plays two roles in the
present calculation: one is to impact the pre-saddle multiplic-
ity through Eqs. (12) and (13), and the other is to control
the saddle-to-scission transition time and hence multiplicity
through Eq. (15). For low fissility compound nuclei, the
majority of particle evaporation takes place in the pre-saddle
region, and therefore β obtained for such systems corresponds
to dissipation coefficient for compact shapes of the compound
nuclei. On the other hand, almost all the particles are evapo-
rated during the saddle-to-scission transition for highly fissile
compound nuclei such as Np and Cf. Dissipation coefficients
at large deformations of nuclear shape are thus obtained from

FIG. 5. Comparison of measured σER, σfiss, and νpre with SM predictions for the reactions 1H + 209Bi [55–60], 4He + 206Pb [42,57,61],
12C + 198Pt [62–64], 18O + 192Os [18,52,63], 12C + 204Pb [65–67], and 19F + 197Au [65,67]. Continuous (black) lines indicate the SM
predictions including shell correction both in Bf and LD, CELD and K-orientation effects. Dash-dotted (blue) lines show results with all
the aforementioned effects and β = 3 × 1021 s−1.
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FIG. 6. Comparison of measured σER, σfiss, and νpre with SM predictions for the reactions 30Si + 186W [65], 1H + 238U [60,68–71], 7Li +
232Th [72,73], 11B + 237Np [74–76], and 16O + 232Th [76–79]. Continuous (black) lines indicate the SM predictions including shell correction
both in Bf and LD, CELD and K-orientation effects. Dash-dotted (blue) and dotted (red) lines show results with all the aforementioned effects
and β = 3 × 1021 s−1 and β = 4 × 1021 s−1, respectvely.

analysis of experimental data of highly fissile systems. In
the present work, we find β = 2 × 1021 s−1 for light CN
(Figs. 3 and 4) while 4 × 1021 s−1 for Np and Cf (Fig. 6).
For compound nuclei with intermediate masses, 3 × 1021 s−1

is found to be more appropriate (Fig. 5).
We therefore find the dissipation strength increases with

deformation of a nucleus. Such a shape-dependent dissipation
strength is also predicted from consideration of chaos in the
single-particle motion in the “chaos-weighted wall formula”
(CWWF) [108]. The CWWF dissipation strength for compact
shapes is about (0–3) × 1021 s−1, while it increases to about
6 × 1021 s−1 for large deformation. Interestingly, β values
obtained in the present analysis are also close to the strength
of CWWF. It may further be pointed out that several earlier
works [22,23] also used empirical shape-dependent dissipa-
tion in statistical model analysis of experimental data. How-
ever, the earlier studies did not include all the effects which
impact different decay channels considered in the present
work and noninclusion of one or the other effect can affect
the fitted value of dissipation strength. Since all such effects
are included in the present work, we expect the fitted values
of β to represent the true strength of nuclear dissipation.

We next consider charged particle multiplicities in coin-
cidence with either ERs or FFs in fusion-fission reactions.
SM predictions for proton and α-particle multiplicities in the
ER channels for a number of reactions are shown in Fig. 7
along with the experimental data. The ER excitation functions
are also given in this figure. The dissipation strength in SM
calculation is adjusted to fit the ER excitation functions,
and no other parameter is tuned to fit the charged particle
multiplicities. The fission probability of CN has no direct
effect on particle multiplicities from ERs except influencing
the ER angular momentum distribution and, consequently, the
excitation energy available for evaporation. We therefore find
that the multiplicity distributions obtained with or without

dissipation are very close to each other for the systems 32S +
126Te, 28Si + 165Ho, and 19F + 181Ta since the ER excitation
functions of the respective systems obtained with or without
dissipation are also close. On the other hand, charged particle
multiplicities for the systems 16O + 197Au and 16O + 208Pb
are significantly reduced and σER are substantially increased
when dissipation is included in the SM calculations. This is
a consequence of lowering of the average excitation energy
of the ERs since they carry larger angular momentum in
SM calculations with dissipation. We further observe that
SM predictions match experimental data reasonably well for
both proton and α-particle multiplicities from the reactions
32S + 126Te, 28Si + 165Ho, and 19F + 181Ta. However, while
close agreement with experimental data is observed for proton
multiplicity, the α multiplicity is underestimated to some
extent for the systems 16O + 197Au and 16O + 208Pb when dis-
sipation is included in SM calculation. It is also found in Fig. 7
that the SM prediction with β = 3 × 1021 s−1 overestimates
σER at lower excitation energies for the system 16O + 208Pb
though it fits the ER excitation function at higher excitation
energies. These are some of the issues which require further
investigation in future works.

Figure 8 shows the pre-scission proton and α-particle
multiplicities for a number of systems. Both experimental
values and SM predictions for charged particle multiplicities
are given in this figure. SM results are obtained both with and
without dissipation. The dissipation strength for a CN is taken
to be the same as that used to fit the ER excitation functions
in the same mass region. The SM predictions qualitatively
follow the trend of experimental data. Similar to νpre, SM
calculation yields larger values of multiplicities when dissipa-
tion is considered. Quantitative comparison of SM predictions
with experimental data, however, does not show any definite
pattern. While SM calculation with dissipation gives good fit
to experimental πpre for the 16O + 197Au and experimental
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FIG. 7. Comparison of measured σER, πER, and αER with SM predictions for the reactions 32S + 126Te [80], 28Si + 165Ho [8], 19F + 181Ta
[17,83,84], 16O + 197Au [8,14], and 16O + 208Pb [8,14,85]. Continuous (black) lines indicate the SM predictions including shell correction both
in Bf and LD and in CELD and K-orientation effects. Dashed (magenta) and dash-dotted (blue) lines show results with all the aforementioned
effects and β = 2 × 1021s−1 and β = 3 × 1021 s−1, respectvely.

αpre for the 28Si + 197Au, SM results obtained without dissi-
pation fit experimental πpre reasonably well for 19F + 181Ta,
19F + 197Au, and 28Si + 197Au systems. Moreover, inclusion
of dissipation though improves SM results for αpre for the
16O + 197Au and 19F + 197Au, they still considerably under-
estimate the experimental values. It may be remarked here
that some part of evaporation from a CN undergoing fission
can take place when it is deformed, particularly during the
saddle-to-scission transition. The effect of deformation on
decay widths is expected to be higher for charged particles
than neutrons because of the Coulomb potential [109] which
is not included in the present calculations. This may account
for the deviations of SM predictions from the experimental
data in certain cases. Accurate charged particles multiplicity

data for more systems in both ER and fission channels will
help to improve the SM further.

Thus, SM analysis of a large number of systems covering
a broad range of ACN and χCN show that the ER and fission
excitation functions can be well reproduced when a β of
strength in the range 2–4 × 1021 s−1 is included along with
shell effects both in Bf and LD and in CELD and K-orientation
effect. Dissipation strength of the above magnitude in fission
dynamics has also been found necessary in earlier works
[13,22,23]. Though SM predictions for νpre are found to be
satisfactory for some systems, they tend to underestimate
it for the others. The limitations of the SM in predicting
pre-scission particle multiplicities are discussed in the next
section.

FIG. 8. Comparison of measured πpre and αpre with SM predictions for the reactions 19F + 159Tb [81], 19F + 181Ta [82], 16O + 197Au [82],
19F + 197Au [82], and 28Si + 197Au [82]. Continuous (black) lines indicate the SM predictions including shell correction both in Bf and LD
and in CELD and K-orientation effects. Dashed (magenta) and dash-dotted (blue) lines show results with all the aforementioned effects and
β = 2 × 1021 s−1 and β = 3 × 1021 s−1, respectvely.
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FIG. 9. Cartoon showing emission of neutrons at different stages of heavy-ion-induced fusion-fission reactions. See text for details.

III. DISCUSSION

In general, the neutron (or any other light charged particle)
multiplicity in a heavy-ion-induced fusion-fission reaction
comprises neutrons emitted at the following stages (see Fig. 9)
of the reaction:

(1) preequilibrium composite system (νpre-eq
pre ),

(2) fragments originating from NCNF of the composite
system (νNCNF

pre ),
(3) transient: ground state of CN to saddle (ν trans

pre ),
(4) saddle to scission (νss

pre),
(5) neck rupture (νsc

pre),
(6) acceleration phase of fission fragments (νacc

pre ),
(7) post-scission: fully accelerated fission fragments

(νpost).

The pre-scission component of the experimental neutron
multiplicity (νexp

pre ), which is compared with SM predictions
would thus be given as

νexp
pre = νpre-eq

pre + νNCNF
pre + ν trans

pre + νss
pre + νsc

pre + νacc
pre . (16)

The SM, however, includes only ν trans
pre and νss

pre in the calcu-
lated νpre [107]. Evidently, good agreement between calcu-
lated and experimental multiplicities is expected when the
contributions of other terms in Eq. (16), which are not in-
cluded in the SM, are small. Further, the relative magnitudes
of ν trans

pre and νss
pre depend upon the angular momentum of the

CN since the fission barrier decreases with increasing angular
momentum and consequently ν trans

pre decreases. The saddle-
to-scission interval also increases with increasing angular
momentum. Thus, the relative contribution of νss

pre increases
with increasing angular momentum of the CN. The CN shape
is strongly deformed in the saddle-to-scission region though
its effect on particle widths has not been taken into account
in the present calculation. Further, νss

pre is obtained from an
empirical formulation of saddle-to-scission transit time, given
by Eq. (15). Consequently, the calculated νss

pre can be uncertain
to certain extent. It is, therefore, possible that discrepancy
between experimental values and SM predictions of νpre in-
creases with projectile mass for the same CN. Such a trend
is observed in general in Figs. 3–6 with the exception of
4He + 188Os, 206Pb. The exception is possibly due to emission
in the preequilibrium stage [110–114] which will be discussed
shortly. It may also be mentioned here that a stronger dis-
sipation in the saddle-to-scission region is expected to give

a better fit to the experimental νpre. Such a shape-dependent
dissipation has been reported earlier from phenomenological
studies [22,23] and also from theoretical considerations [115].

One characteristic of statistical decay of CN is the ex-
pectation that the γ -ray multiplicity (〈Mx〉) for a channel
corresponding to the emission of x neutrons should increase
with decreasing x, as was observed for 20Ne + 150Nd, since
evaporation of fewer neutrons would leave more energy for
γ -ray emission [116]. However, this was not the case for
12C + 158Gd, where 〈Mx〉 remained essentially constant for
small x. This saturation effect observed in the γ -ray multi-
plicity of 12C + 158Gd, relative to the same of 20Ne + 150Nd at
the same CN excitation energy (and slightly different angular
momenta), was said to be a clear signature of preequilibrium
emissions of neutrons [110,116–118]. The disagreement of
theory and measurement for 4He + 188Os, 206Pb may also
be attributed to the emissions in the preequilibrium stage
[110–114].

For systems with higher mass symmetry, neutrons (νexp
pre )

can also be emitted in the comparatively longer formation
stage (νpre-eq

pre + νNCNF
pre ) of the CN [76,119,120] and/or during

neck rupture (νsc
pre) [121–129] and/or from the acceleration

phase of fission fragments (νacc
pre ) [60,130–132], which are not

included in the present work. These are the most probable rea-
sons for the mismatch in the experimental and the calculated
νpre for the symmetric combinations. Further, the ν

exp
pre were

found to be higher than those extracted from fission chance
distributions [64,133]. This indicates a significant post-saddle
contribution in the ν

exp
pre . It must be mentioned here that unlike

scission neutrons, protons, due to their Coulomb repulsion,
have less presence in the neck region [134].

ER is the clearest signature of fusion, and the particle mul-
tiplicities extracted in coincidence with ERs are not affected
by the emissions from the later part, i.e., fission (saddle-to-
scission dynamics). Therefore, ERs from highly asymmetric
systems can serve as the benchmark for input parameters of
the SM which fit the experimental data. For example, particle
multiplicity data (in coincidence with ERs as well as FFs)
of the asymmetric reaction 19F + 181Ta (Figs. 7 and 8) are
reproduced quite well with the present SM calculations. This
indicates that deformation effects in the saddle-to-scission
region and other near-scission and post-scission contributions
are not severe for this system. However, this is not the case for
few other systems, e.g. 19F, 28Si + 197Au, and the discrepancy
possibly arises from the aforementioned processes. Moreover,
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dynamical deformation may cause the observed deviation of
the predicted particle multiplicities from the measured ones
[135,136].

It had been noticed earlier that, while a standard set of
parameters in an SM could reproduce the gross features of
α-particle spectra from the ER channel, they failed in the
fission channel [137]. A reduction in the emission barrier was
necessary for a satisfactory reproduction of the latter. This was
attributed to the large deformation of the fissioning nuclei with
respect to the ER channel [109,137,138]. With increasing de-
formation, the binding energies of the charged particles (pro-
ton, α particles, etc.) increase whereas the effective emission
barrier heights decrease. While the former lowers the emission
rate, the latter enhances it [139,140]. Altogether, accounting
for the effect of deformation energy, particle transmission
coefficients, and particle binding energies on the emission
rates leads to the suppression of the πpre and αpre compared
to νpre [141]. Analysis of the kinetic energy spectra of the
emitted light charged particles and/or an estimation of the SM
branching ratios by analyzing measured νER can shed light on
the origin of the overestimation of the calculated multiplicities
of the symmetric reactions by the SM [10,142,143]. Aleshin
[144] presented a semiclassical description for light particle
emission from a composite system with a time-dependent
shape. A satisfactory description of the charged particle multi-
plicities was achieved by taking the mean value of the particle
separation energies of the two nuclei making the composite
system rather than that of the mononucleus (which overes-
timated multiplicities) while calculating the decay widths.
These aspects need further investigation.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have carried out a systematic analysis of available σER,
σfiss, νpre, πpre, αpre (also νER, πER, and αER) data covering

ACN = 158–248. The shell effect in LD and shell correction
in Bf, effect of Kor, CELD, and dissipation in fission have
been considered in the SM. Parameters of the model have not
been tuned to reproduce observables from specific reaction(s)
except for β, the strength of the reduced dissipation coeffi-
cient, which has been treated as the only adjustable parameter
in the calculation. The model is able to reproduce σER and
σfiss simultaneously for all the reactions considered in this
work. Experimental νpre are underestimated by the calculation
in some cases. An increasingly higher strength of β (2–4 ×
1021 s−1) is required to reproduce the data with increasing
ACN. Experimental proton and α-particle multiplicities, mea-
sured in coincidence with both ERs and FFs, are in qualitative
agreement with model predictions. The present investigation
thus mitigates the existing inconsistencies in modeling statis-
tical decay of the fissile CN to a large extent. Contradictory
requirements of fission enhancement—obtained by scaling
down the fission barrier to reproduce σER or σfiss and fission
suppression realized by introducing dissipation in the fission
channel to reproduce νpre, for similar reactions—are no longer
called for. There are scopes for further refinement of the
model, particularly in the domains of dynamical effects in the
post-saddle and near-scission regions for neutrons and defor-
mation effects on the charged particle emission widths in the
post-saddle region, as is evident from the mismatch between
measured and calculated light particle multiplicities in a few
cases.
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